SMU in the News
Highlights from Sept. 29 – Oct. 5

Students
SMU student Tiana Kaye Johnson stars in Dallas Theater Center’s *The Mountaintop*, running through Oct. 17

SMU student Renwei Chung writes about how law firms can lean in
http://abovethelaw.com/2015/10/4-ways-law-firms-can-lean-in/

SMU student-athlete Bryson DeChambeau attributes breakout year to change in attitude

Alumni
SMU alumnus Harry Ford stars in new CBS medical drama *Code Black*
http://www.statetazette.com/story/2237243.html

SMU alumnus Rogers Healy expanding real estate office, moving to Plano/Frisco’s Billion Dollar Mile

SMU alumnus Aaron Sanchez examines Hillary Clinton’s stand with Latinos

SMU alumnus Braden Hoelzle, scholarly article cited in a story about home-schooled children sharing religious beliefs of parents

News
U.S. News
David Chard, Simmons, opinion, closing the teacher gap

USA Today
Dr. Turner, SMU receives NCAA sanctions

ABA Journal
Bryan Garner, Dedman Law, table of contents tips for statutory and contractual interpretations
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/tips_on_organizing_your_table_of_contents_for_statutory_and_contractual_int

ABC DFW
Cal Jillson, Dedman, Dallas Co. D.A. Susan Hawk returns to work, but faces uphill climb
SMU exempt from campus carry legislation, dialog on the topic expected to occur soon  

Mike Davis, Cox, Dallas startup allows small investments in big oil  

Arizona Daily Star  
Bernard Weinstein, Cox, predicts gas will stay at current prices or below for the next five years  

Chronicle of Higher Ed  
Ernest Jouriles and David Rosenfield, Dedman, an associate professor climbs the tenure ladder, twice  
http://chronicle.com/article/Professor-Climbs-Tenure-Ladder/233397/?cid=at&utm_source=at&utm_medium=en 

Cleveland Daily Banner  
Andres Diaz, Meadows, to perform at Lee University’s 24th annual Presidential Concert Series Monday, Oct. 5  

CNHI Newspapers  
Cal Jillson, Dedman, Sen. Cruz seeks to turn conservative support into national momentum  
http://www.jacksonvilleprogress.com/news/cruz-seeks-to-harness-conservative-support-into-national-momentum/article_9be2d452-6851-11e5-ae47-0f837dc86daa.html 

D Magazine  
TEDXSMU and Southwest Review celebration, at the DMA, named among the 25 must-do things in Dallas in Oct.  

First Tate Lecture of the season last week, featured Condoleezza Rice, Richard Haass and David Gergen  
and here  
and here  

Meadows, Escher String Quartet begins its 2015-16 residency with a concert on Oct. 6  

Dallas Morning News  
Meadows Museum’s current exhibitions nicely reviewed  
http://www.dallasnews.com/lifestyles/arts/columnists/rick-brettell/20151004-two-extraordinary-collections-from-spain-have-illuminated-the-meadows-museum.ece 

Meadows Museum, to host Discover Spain festival next weekend, and House of Alba exhibit nicely touted
North Texas Conference News
Highland Park United Methodist Church gives $1.5 million gift to SMU to establish the Umphrey Lee Professorship in Methodist History and to support future church leaders

Park Cities People
SMU celebrates its centennial homecoming

PaperCity
Emily George Grubbs, Hamon Arts Library, Nancy Hamon fashion sketch exhibit reveal another layer of the late philanthropist’s creative talent

Phys.org
Robert Kehoe, Dedman, new precise particle measurement improves subatomic tool for probing mysteries of universe
and here

Star-Telegram
Matthew Wilson, Dedman, Pope Francis does not fit party lines
http://www.star-telegram.com/opinion/opn-columns-blogs/bud-kennedy/article37277529.html

SMU seismologist, UT’s Bureau of Economic Geology prepares to add more seismograph stations

The Street.com
Don Shelly, Cox, on whether there’s any truth to old investment adages

Washington Post
Edward Countryman, Dedman, cited from a previous interview in a story about massaged language in high school history book

Weekly Campus
David Chard, Simmons, first candidate for University Provost

White Rock Lake Weekly
Meadows Jazz Orchestra Swing Dance Concert slated for Oct. 24
WOAI radio
Cal Jillson, Dedman, Rep. Jeb Hensarling withdraws from consideration as Speaker of the House